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Abstract. Organizational information technology (IT) standards have become increasingly important for companies. However, insights from practice indicate that employees tend to violate these standards, generating a need for governance and management mechanisms with which to successfully implement them in the organization. The literature reveals a lack of research on organizational IT standards’ governance. Drawing on this finding, our research aims at identifying the factors that influence an employee’s deviant behavior towards organizational IT standards. We therefore derive a conceptual model deductively from the literature, which we supplement with an interview study. Future research could use quantitative methods to validate this model. Our work enriches IS research and practitioner bodies of knowledge. We do so by first extending our knowledge of an employee’s deviant behavior towards organizational IT standard. Second, we provide valuable insights for organizations by providing starting points to improve their standardization efforts.
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1 Introduction and Background

Standardization has become an established approach for organizations to coordinate and organize their resources and processes in order to ensure product and service quality and to raise work efficiency [1, 2]. Companies operating worldwide rely particularly heavily on standards to leverage economies of scale through uniform business processes. Thus, it is not surprising that also most information technology (IT) departments pursue standardization [3]. The importance of organizational standards for IT departments has increased steadily over time, due to the growth, complexity, and increasing costs of the organizational IT in almost all departments in large organizations. A survey by the Boston Consulting Group indicates that organizations with a
well standardized IT infrastructure can decrease their IT infrastructure costs by 15% and their overall IT costs by 33% [4]. Another survey of IT leaders from across the world finds that they rate IT standards as one of the three most valuable activities in their companies [3].

Despite the practical importance of organizational IT standards, little, scattered, and rather fragmented research has been done on standards within organizations’ IT departments [5, 6]. Besides the richer body of knowledge on non-organizational, industry-related IT standards, such as standards set by international consortia and official bodies (e.g. ISO norms, government standards) [e.g. 7, 8], only a few studies investigate aspects of IT standards within organizations. These internal IT standards might be individually defined rules, or adaptations of industry standards. Based on this understanding of organizational IT standards, we found studies on the standardization of the organizational IT infrastructure [e.g. 9, 10], a research stream dealing with the standardization of business processes [e.g. 11, 12], as well as a body of knowledge on the field of compliance with information security policies, which explains employees’ adherence to security policies [e.g. 13, 14]. Van Wessel [15] acknowledges this scattered body of knowledge by defining three abstract domains for organizational IT standards: technological standards (e.g. standards determining the brand and type of servers in data centers), data standards (e.g. specific data structures and their semantics), and process standards (e.g. security guidelines or project management processes). All these different research streams produce independent results that hardly comprise a coherent body of knowledge on organizational IT standardization. However, we assume that the cognitive factors explaining individual employees’ behavior when evaluating their (non)adherence to an IT standard are independent of the particular type of standard. Further, we suppose that by applying an IT governance perspective, we can abstract from all these different domains by arguing that it does not matter with which standard domain we deal – all these standards need to be managed and governed similarly so that staff adhere to them and they can yield the desired outcome.

Given these mainly distinct research streams, it is not surprising that we found no generally accepted definition of organizational IT standards. However, in the literature, several approaches seek to define and identify the most important characteristics of an organizational IT standard [e.g. 6, 16]. Based on the literature and the experience we gained during our research, we define an organizational IT standard as any written rule or guideline within the IT department of an organization based on a clear motivation aimed at harmonizing, optimizing, or securing material and nonmaterial objects when dealing with repeated business or IT processes. A standard is defined, released, and revised by an authority seeking to create an advantage for a particular interest group. These rules could be based on an industry-related IT standard, common principles, best practices, or on a company’s individualized rules. Accordingly, we define IT standardization as the process of implementing and enforcing such an IT standard within an organization.

The implementation of organizational IT standards is a costly endeavor involving activities such as identifying areas that require standardization, the specification and documentation of standards, their approval, the training of staff, the monitoring of
their usage, and the resultant reporting. The disregard of and noncompliance with IT standards may affect an organization very negatively. Apart from the financial impacts and the anticipated benefits that are not leveraged, the damage can be significant in terms of credibility, morale, and commitment. Organizations therefore try their best to enforce compliance with organizational IT standards, but often without success. For example, according to a study by Russo, Hightower and Pearson [17], only 6% of organizations maintain that their standardized methodologies are executed as specified.

Workplace deviance research confirms that employees’ violation of organizational norms, like organizational IT standards, can imply massive financial losses for a company [18, 19]. Furthermore, information security research indicates that employees violating and neglecting organizational policies are responsible for the majority of security problems [20]. These findings show that, in order to ensure the successful functioning of an organization, it is essential to ensure employees’ adherence to the rules and the company policies [2]. By transferring these findings to organizational IT standards, it is crucial to implement governance mechanisms in order to assure the usage and application of these standards. If employees ignore these standards, the targeted benefits, such as cost reduction or quality improvement, cannot be leveraged. The standards’ characteristics, which delimit IT standardization from other standardization efforts within an organization, also enhance this need for a comprehensive management and governance of all the standards within an IT department since all the different standards (technical, data, and processes) correlate and interdependent – making IT standardization a very unstable ecosystem.

Drawing on these literature streams, we still found only a very limited number of scientific studies on the governance processes of organizational IT standards [6]. However, some studies do acknowledge the importance of management and governance structures, as well as mechanisms for standardization purposes. For example, Cargill [21] investigates management styles’ (regulatory style and laissez faire) different impacts on standardization. Rada and Craparo [22] show that the corporate culture is a major influence when employees need to adapt to management standards. Additionally, van Wessel, Ribbers and de Vries [6] prove the importance of governance for the actual application of IS standards. Finally, de Vries, Slob and Zuid-Holland [5] describe the best practice approaches for a successful company IT standardization. Nevertheless, most of these studies mainly analyze qualitative research data top-down by evaluating the advantages and the drawbacks of different management and governance mechanisms used to help employees adapt to new standards. In our study, we take this idea one step further by, first, evaluating the bottom-up factors that lead to employees’ deviant behavior towards organizational IT standards. Second, we conceptualize effective and efficient governance mechanisms that motivate them to adopt these standards. Consequently, our objective is to develop a conceptual model that seeks to understand and explain the cognitive drivers that lead employees to violate organizational IT standards. In a second step, and based on these cognitive drivers, we aim at determining the potential governance and management mechanisms that would avoid such behavior. Our current focus is thus on discovering these factors
and not on statistically validating the strength of their influence. We aim to answer the following research questions:

**RQ1:** From employees’ cognitive perspective, which are the most important individual-level factors that influence their deviant behavior towards organizational IT standards?

**RQ2:** Which IT-organizational-level factors influence the individual-level factors to reduce such deviant behavior and, thus, potentially serve as a basis for governance mechanisms?

Since there is already a huge body of knowledge on organizational behavior and misbehavior research, and also a reasonable literature stream on information security policy compliance research, we deductively develop a conceptual model to explain the phenomenon of employees’ deviant behavior towards organizational IT standards. In addition, we carried out an interview study to corroborate our findings and ensure their usefulness.

Our work seeks to both contribute to research and to provide implications for managerial practice. We contribute to theory by extending our knowledge of deviant behavior towards organizational IT standards. From a practical perspective, we provide valuable insights for organizations by exploring potential governance and management mechanisms and, therefore, the best starting points from which to conceptualize the comprehensive management and governance of organizational IT standards.

## 2 Research Method

According to the taxonomy of theory types by Gregor [23], we seek to develop a theory of explanation and prediction (Type IV). We thus chose a deductive research approach by using the existing literature on workplace deviance and information security policy compliance research as a foundation to derive the underlying propositions. In addition, we conducted a field study based on interviews in order to corroborate our theoretical findings, as well as to pre-test and ensure the validity of our conceptual model. In respect of a Type IV theory, this approach allows for testing our model’s completeness and explanatory power [23]. When dealing with complex and practice-based problems, it is especially important to analyze different actors’ experiences in the context of action [24]. We therefore gathered our research data from semi-structured interviews, closely following Eisenhardt [25] recommendations.

We subsequently applied an iterative approach: We used the literature and theories to build an initial understanding, resulting in a conceptual map. Since there is – to the best of our knowledge – no research on employees’ violation of organizational IT standards and due to the general lack of research on organizational IT standards [5, 6], we started off by evaluating the standard violation phenomenon. We came to the conclusion that employees’ violation of standards is merely a particular behavior – or, in our case, misbehavior – within an organizational context. Since our research’s aim is to study employees’ deviant behavior towards organizational IT standards, the organizational behavior research stream, which concentrates on analyzing human behavior in the context of organizations [26], was a valid starting point for the deductive devel-
opment of a conceptual model. In particular, we considered the research stream on workplace deviance – defined as an employee’s violation of organizational norms within a company [27] – a very suitable theoretical lens for our study. Workplace deviance research focuses on human behavior in terms of deviance and the violation of norms and standards [28]. Since employees’ deviant behavior towards organizational IT standards can be abstracted as deviant behavior within an organization, this stream serves as the basis of our study. Additionally, we also found that a new research stream — the theory of workarounds [29] — is a very suitable theoretical basis for our research endeavor. The theory of workarounds aims at explaining how people decide whether to follow established practices or not [29]. Since the violation of organizational IT standards also describes the behavior of employees deciding not to follow established practices in terms of the rules, this theory serves as an additional theoretical lens for our research.

After we searched for literature describing the IT standard deviance phenomenon more abstractly to allow us to deduce our knowledge from a more general point of view, we also found a suitable research stream dealing with employees’ compliance with and adherence to information security policies [e.g. 13, 14, 30]. In terms of our definition of organizational IT standards, we consider information security policies a subset of organizational IT standards. Therefore, we also use information security policy research as a further conceptual basis for our research. In this respect, we mainly draw on the research of Bulgurcu, Cavusoglu and Benbasat [13], who investigated the factors that influence information security policy compliance on an individual level.

During the course of our study, we continuously refined our understanding of the phenomenon by conducting several expert interviews, by adjusting our interview guidelines after each interview, and by applying the new knowledge we gained during the interviews to revise our conceptual model. We performed this iterative process until we arrived at a theoretical saturation when the last interviews did not yield any new significant insights, which meant we had identified the most important influencing concepts. The study sample consists of 21 interviews with experienced IT professionals and practice experts.

Table 1 shows a detailed overview of our case companies and interviewees. We aimed at identifying companies with very complex organizational structures, a high usage of IT within many different departments, and a great need to leverage economies of scale in terms of their IT usage. Consequently, we primarily conducted our interviews within the realm of the automotive industry, focusing only on one major German automotive manufacturer, which enabled us to gain a deep understanding of the actual problems that these companies face in terms of deviant behavior towards IT standards. Furthermore, we carried out additional interviews in six other companies to verify our results. Hereby, we targeted a variation in terms of the industries their sizes, their IT or business structure, and IT or business strategies to avoid any bias (see Table 1).
Table 1. Interviewee Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Revenues worldwide in €</th>
<th>Employees worldwide (in IT)</th>
<th>No. of interviews</th>
<th>Interviewees’ roles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Automotive</td>
<td>~ 105,000 bn.</td>
<td>570,000 (9,300)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Infrastructure architects (3), team leaders (4), department head of EAM, department head of IT architecture, department head of IT infrastructure, project leader, process manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IT</td>
<td>~ 740 m.</td>
<td>4,800 (67)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Team leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Consulting</td>
<td>~ 32 bn.</td>
<td>180,000 (2,500)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>IT manager, IT support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>~ 87 m.</td>
<td>250 (12)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>SAP developer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>~ 253 m.</td>
<td>1,400 (157)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>IT auditor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>~ 2 m.</td>
<td>14 (6)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>~ 254m.</td>
<td>291 (52)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Team leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>~ 474m.</td>
<td>1,991 (37)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CIO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>~ 800 m.</td>
<td>4,304 (50)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CIO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Conceptual Model

In the following sections, we present our conceptual model in detail, describing its components and their relationships by means of propositions. First, we describe how we conceptualize employees’ deviant behavior towards IT standards. Second, we deduce the most important influencing factors from literature on the individual level. Finally, by means of propositions, we suggest the influencing factors on the IT organizational level that counteract those on the individual level and effect a reduction in IT standard deviance, thus serving as potential management mechanisms. Additionally, we illustrate our model through selected evidence from our interview study. Figure 1 shows the resulting conceptual model indicating all developed propositions.

3.1 Employees’ Deviant Behavior towards Organizational IT Standards

Drawing on workplace deviance research, deviant behavior is conceptualized as “voluntary behavior that violates significant organizational norms” [31], meaning that deviance research usually implies a voluntary action based on an intention [28]. However, our interviews suggest that the violation of organizational IT standards is not always related to an intentional act, but sometimes also to an unintentional act: A team leader from the automotive industry stressed that “80% [of employees] who
violates IT standards do not know that they violate them.” Therefore we may distinguish, first, intentional behavior as theorized in workplace deviance research and, second, unintentional behavior [32]. We therefore conceptualize both intentional deviance from IT standards and unintentional deviance from IT standards as suitable determinants to explain employees’ deviant behavior towards organizational IT standards.

![Conceptual Model](image_url)

### 3.2 Influential Factors on the Individual Level

Bulgurcu, Cavusoglu and Benbasat [13] show that the perceived costs of noncompliance have a positive impact on employees’ attitudes towards complying with information security policies. These authors define the costs of noncompliance as “the overall expected unfavorable consequences for [sic] noncompliance” [13]. Transferring this knowledge to the phenomenon of employees’ deviant behavior towards organizational IT standards, we propose that they are less tempted to violate standards when they expect this behavior to have unfavorable or harmful consequences. Additionally, our interview results showed that organizations enacting a system of incentives and/or punishments are more successful at enforcing compliance with organizational IT standards. Therefore, we propose:

**Proposition 1:** The expected individual cost of violation is negatively associated with employees’ deviant behavior towards organizational IT standards.

Workplace research conceptualizes individualism as associated with rule breaking, such as shortcutting procedures: Employees “prefer to choose short-term personal advantage over long-term corporate consequences” [33]. This finding is also
acknowledged by information security policy research. Bulgurcu, Cavusoglu and Benbasat [13] state that employees’ perceived benefit from compliance has a positive impact on actual compliance with security policies. Based on these findings, we propose that if an IT standard provides additional value for an individual who applies it, the individual benefit has a negative effect on the individual’s intention to violate IT standards. This proposition is also highlighted by a statement from a CEO in the software industry: “The individual benefit is a significant influencing factor when we look at the acceptance of IT standards.” Thus, we propose:

**Proposition 2:** The expected individual benefit is negatively associated with employees’ deviant behavior towards organizational IT standards.

Another influencing factor concerning employees’ deviant behavior towards IT standards that our interviews highlighted, is summarized by a quote from a team leader in the automotive industry: “Standards only make sense when they do not hinder.” In the literature, work impediment is defined as “a detriment to an employee’s daily job-related tasks and activities” [13]. Literature based on the theory of workarounds stresses the importance of the expected work impediment regarding non-compliance with standards: In their case study, Röder, Wiesche and Schermann [34] discover that policies are ignored, because the employees perceive them as too complex to apply. Information security policy research also stresses that employees often perceive compliance with security policies as a barrier to productivity [35]. By regarding information security policies as just a special type of standard, we transfer this belief to our phenomenon of deviance from organizational IT standards. Based on this and the empirical evidence, we propose:

**Proposition 3:** The expected work impediment is positively associated with employees’ deviant behavior towards organizational IT standards.

Additionally, our field study highlights another interesting influencing factor. An infrastructure architect from the automotive industry believes that the most crucial problem is participation during the definition of IT standards: “You see the so-called not-invented-here phenomenon – meaning that standards are violated because employees are not involved in the definition phase.” This phenomenon can be related to the procedural justice concept in the literature. Procedural justice is defined as the extent to which a decision process is perceived as fair [36]. Having originated in the context of court decisions, the procedural justice concept found its way to organizational research [37]. In this context, procedural justice is also used in deviance research [e.g. 38]. Colquitt [39] finds that although team members may be dissatisfied with a decision, they accept it if they believe procedural justice has occurred, for example, if their opinion was considered during the decision process. Transferring this knowledge to the problem of employees’ deviant behavior towards organizational IT standards, we propose that the employees’ intention to violate an IT standard is less if they are involved in the standardization process during which they share their thoughts and expertise. Thus, we propose:

**Proposition 4:** Procedural justice is negatively associated with employees’ deviant behavior towards organizational IT standards.
As already mentioned, our field study indicates that many employees do not know that they deviate from organizational IT standards. That is, they did not have information on the prevailing IT standards and, consequently, they unintentionally deviated from these standards. Information security policy research pays attention to this phenomenon by conceptualizing information security awareness as an important influence on compliance [40]. Drawing on this research, we introduce the concept of IT standardization awareness and define it as a state in which an individual in an organization is aware of relevant organizational IT standards. IT standardization is a gradual state, as individuals sometimes only know that a standard exists, but are not aware of its applicability or contents. The IT standardization awareness phenomenon was confirmed in our interviews. A team leader from the automotive industry stated that: "90% of employees in my department do not know that there is this document of standard prescriptions." Thus, we propose:

Proposition 5: IT standardization awareness is negatively associated with employees’ deviant behavior towards organizational IT standards.

Ajzen [41] defines habit as the development of former recurrent behavior. Thus, the more experience people gain through the application of a past behavior, the more likely they are to adopt this behavior as a habit. Because habit describes an unknown and subconscious process that motivates the intention to perform a certain behavior, we conceptualize it as an automatic comparison of a particular IT standard with former behavior patterns. In our field study, a CIO’s statement relates to such a behavior: “The most common question is: Why should we do that? We have done this for years now and it works. Thus, many employees are unwilling to change and reject concepts like IT standards, which require a business change.” Consequently, we conceptualize anxiety about expected changes in work routines as the fear that the application of a particular standard will vary from a former behavior pattern. Thus, if adherence to an IT standard requires a certain behavior that does not match the former behavior and is not similar to the former behavior patterns, this anxiety will have a distinct positive influence on the intention to violate the IT standards. Owing to this theoretical and empirical support, we propose:

Proposition 6: Anxiety about changes in work routines is positively associated with employees’ deviant behavior towards organizational IT standards.

3.3 Management and Governance Mechanisms on the IT Organizational Level

Hollinger and Clark [42] underline the influence of sanctions on deviant behavior. They find that the perception of both the certainty and severity of organizational sanctions is related to employee theft. Since we abstract employee theft as a violation of the organizational rules, we can relate this to our research. Additionally, information security policy research shows the importance of sanctions for compliance. Bulgurcu, Cavusoglu and Benbasat [13] conceptualize the influence of sanctions on the perceived costs of noncompliance. In addition, our interview study underlines the importance of sanctions: An infrastructure architect from the automotive industry an-
answered the question about the greatest obstacles in terms of IT standards as: “Currently it does not matter if somebody does not adhere to a standard.” Further, this infrastructure architect mentioned that a possible solution would be to implement “obstacles which are so enormous that it is not worth [deviating from the standards].” Based on the literature and these findings, we conceptualize sanction intensity as the severity and certainty of punishment when violating an organizational IT standard, which adds to the expected noncompliance costs and propose:

**Proposition 7:** Sanction intensity is positively associated with the expected individual cost of violation.

Rewards are defined as tangible or intangible compensation given to an employee in return for a particular behavior [13]. Puhakainen and Ahonen [35] acknowledge the influence of a reward system on compliance with information security policies. Workplace deviance research also stresses the negative influence of a reward system on deviant behavior [e.g. 43, 44]. Bulgurcu, Cavusoglu and Benbasat [13] conceptualize rewards as related to employee’ perceived benefits. Moreover, the theory of workarounds emphasizes the connection between a reward system and the perceived need for a workaround [29]. Thus, we conceptualize reward intensity as the appreciation an employee receives in return for adhering to organizational IT standards, which adds to the expected individual benefit:

**Proposition 8:** Reward intensity is positively associated with the expected individual benefit.

Our interview study shows that quality in terms of the consistency between different standards, the description of a standards and selection process, as well as requirement analyses is a major influence on the expected work impediment. An infrastructure architect from the automotive industry stressed the importance of the quality of IT standards: “If I were to comply with all our standards, nothing would work anymore.” The literature does not pinpoint a clear theoretical tendency regarding the quality of standards’ influence on the expected work impediment. However, since we have strong evidence from our interview study, we suggest that the quality of IT standards is a measure to assure that the work impediment that IT standards cause is minimized:

**Proposition 9:** The quality of IT standards is negatively associated with the expected work impediment.

Since the level of procedural justice within the IT standardization process is conceptualized as having a major positive impact on adherence to organizational IT standards (see Proposition 4), it is important to find a measure to enhance and support employees’ perception of procedural justice in order to reduce the number of standard violations. The literature has proved that participation is a major influence on procedural justice [45]. Therefore, we conceptualize participatory management as an approach to increase employees’ perception of procedural justice:

**Proposition 10:** Participatory management is positively associated with procedural justice.
Additionally, we conceptualize communication intensity as the degree to which an organization communicates its organizational IT standards and ensures that individuals have sufficient information to identify the relevant standards in a job situation. In our field study, we also discovered empirical evidence of communication activities’ importance: Almost all the interviewees rated communication as one of the most influential factors for improving organizational IT standards’ compliance rate. Since we propose that IT standard awareness has a major influence on deviant behavior towards organizational IT standards, it is essential to overcome this lack of awareness about them by implementing communication mechanisms. Further, Fussell, Kraut, Lerch, Scherlis, McNally and Cadiz [46] highlight the connection between communication measures and the awareness, while Kashanchi and Toland [47] stress that communication increases awareness. Therefore, we propose:

*Proposition 11a: The communication intensity is positively associated with IT standard awareness.*

Moreover, research on procedural justice also proves the influence that communication activities have on procedural justice [45], meaning that open communication about IT standards and the standardization process increases an employee’s feeling of procedural justice. Thus, we propose:

*Proposition 11b: The communication intensity is positively associated with procedural justice.*

Besides, communication is also said to be a powerful management mechanism when dealing with change management [48]. In order to overcome anxiety about changes in work routines (Proposition 6), it is essential to use change management mechanisms. Therefore, we also propose that by using communication measures, it is possible to reduce anxiety about IT standards having a major impact on employees’ daily work routines:

*Proposition 11c: The communication intensity is negatively associated with anxiety about changes in work routines.*

In our interview study, employees often talked about the importance of support measures in terms of training. For example, a project leader from the automotive industry stressed: “I would say that support is the most important influence.” Additionally, when questioned about his company’s reason for employees accepting standards, a team leader in the automotive industry answered: “Because standards are understood and properly taught.” The literature on information security policy research stresses that campaigns and education are important for complaint behavior, because they improve awareness of security policies [35, 49]. Thus, we conceptualize training and support intensity as the degree to which an organization supports its employees when introducing new organizational IT standards, thus ensuring that they have an adequate skillset to cope with these standards in their daily work. Therefore, we propose:

*Proposition 12a: The training and support intensity is positively associated with IT standard awareness.*
Similar to communication intensity (Proposition 11c), training and support measures are also defined as potent change management mechanisms [48], meaning that providing employees with the right training measures, thus leading to a sufficient skillset to cope with and use organizational IT standards, decreases their anxiety that applying such standards will have a negative impact on their daily work. Kotter and Schlesinger [50] also confirm this assumption by proposing that providing training is most helpful when dealing with fear and anxiety. Our interview data too stresses the importance of change management mechanisms, such as training and support in terms of a change in work routines: A team leader stated that: “It is easier to adopt changes within one’s comfort zone; further, proper change management is essential for big changes.” Thus, we propose:

Proposition 12b: The training and support intensity is negatively associated with anxiety about changes in work routines.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

Our study investigates the factors that influence deviant behavior towards organizational IT standards. Our research builds, first, on organizational behavior research, in particular workplace deviance research and, second, on information security policy research. In addition, field study interviews substantiate our deductive findings from the literature. The resulting conceptual model includes six factors that influence employees’ deviant behavior towards organizational IT standards on the individual level and six factors on the organizational level, which could thus be potential governance and management mechanisms to improve adherence to organizational IT standards.

In sum, our research contributes to theory in several ways. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first attempt to conceptualize the antecedents of deviant behavior towards organizational IT standards. Our model offers a set of constructs that can explain individuals’ deviant behavior towards such standards, as well as a set of concepts on the organizational level that influences this behavior. Our work also has significant managerial implications. By using our model, managers can better understand the drivers of IT standards’ acceptance and rejection. This understanding can help managers design effective change management programs and governance mechanisms.

Our results suggest that the importance and severity of each variable’s influence on a particular employee’s deviant behavior are highly dependent on this person’s personality and job characteristics. This could lead to new and very interesting research avenues: Investigating the influence of job characteristics, such as an employee’s level of command and experience in terms of moderators, on our conceptual model might be a fruitful path.

Further, our future research endeavors will be aimed at conducting a confirmatory survey by applying quantitative methods [51, 52]. As some of our constructs are new, or are modifications of existing constructs from the literature, this may involve the development and refinement of measurement models. Our model includes two levels of investigation, therefore we intend to approach large corporations instead of indi-
individually to gain access to organizational-level variables as well as individual-level variables. Based on the results of the quantitative validation of our conceptual model, we will derive the most promising governance and management mechanisms in order to improve organizational IT standardization. Such mechanisms might be the introduction of a lifecycle model for organizational IT standards in order to manage standardization endeavors, or measurement values in order to monitor and steer the standardization processes, or change management practices in order to introduce new organizational IT standards.
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